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Dear Editor,

We thank the reviewers for accepting the changes made in the resubmitted manuscript. We have modified the paper in response to the latest reviewer comments. We will respond to the comments point counter point.

Reviewer: Joanna Baginska

Reviewer’s comments

1. The authors addressed all my comments. Only one issue should be improved: the fact that the participants were not randomly selected but the convenience sampling was provided should be indicated as a limitation of the study.
   Response: Providing a convenience sample has been added as a limitation of the study.

2. In the line number 9 of the Methods section, it should be “demographic” instead of “demographics”.
   Response: The suggested change has been made accordingly.

Reviewer: Chaiana Piovesan

Reviewer’s comments

All my previous questions were answered.

Response: Thank you for accepting the changes made in the resubmitted manuscript.